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bstract

Achieving uniform flow among the cells of a fuel cell stack plays a significant role in being able to operate at maximum capability and efficiency.
his paper presents experimental data showing the importance of cell-to-cell fuel flow balancing on fuel cell performance, and a fuel cell energy
anagement (FCEM) technique that has demonstrated the ability to improve stack performance. In a specially instrumented four-cell polymer

lectrolyte fuel cell that allows external control of the air, fuel, and water-cooling flows to each cell, fuel to a single cell was reduced. V–I curves
ollected under these unbalanced conditions are compared to curves collected when the fuel flow to each cell was balanced. Reducing the fuel flow

o a single cell by 11% decreased the V–I curve cutoff load by 10%—demonstrating the degree of negative effect that unbalanced fuel flows can
ave on stack performance. Typical fuel cell stacks have no dynamic means to keep flows in the stack balanced between the cells, but through the
se of custom-built, piezoelectric micro-valves, a simple flow control strategy, and this custom four-cell laboratory stack, the positive effects of
CEM flow balancing at three different fuel flow rates was demonstrated.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Achieving uniform reactant distribution, both cell-to-cell and
ithin individual cells of a fuel cell stack, provides a serious

hallenge to successful fuel cell design and operation. Studies
ave shown that flow distribution variances from the internal
eactant manifolds to the individual cells of the stack, especially
t the ends of the manifolds, are not uncommon, and can lead
o a shortage of mass flow reaching these cells (McGarry et
l. [1]). This is true regardless of the type of fuel cell (poly-
er electrolyte, solid oxide, etc.). Fuel cell engineers attempt to
chieve uniform reactant distribution (flow rate) by designing
ells/stacks with tight manufacturing tolerances and sufficient
ressure drop so that flow can be maintained uniform throughout
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.O. Box 880, Morgantown, WV 26507-0880, USA. Tel.: +1 304 285 4073;
ax: +1 304 285 4469.
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he stack over a wide range of operating conditions. Determining
he correct dimensions for the internal flow passages (mani-
olds and anode/cathode channels) can be a costly engineering
xercise in both analysis and testing. Even with the correct
imensions known, achieving a low cost mass produced fuel cell
ystem having tight tolerances may be difficult to achieve. Fur-
hermore, in polymer electrolyte, or proton exchange membrane
uel cells (PEMFCs) problems can arise when the electrochemi-
ally generated water vapor condenses onto the channel surfaces
cathode flooding) thereby restricting or even blocking the flow
hrough the channel and reducing the amount of oxygen trans-
orted to the cathode reaction zone. Similar problems can also
rise on the anode, where anode water vapor condenses on the
iffusion layer and inhibits hydrogen diffusion to the anode reac-
ion zone. Water condensation problems can arise at different
perating points for a stack, depending on the temperature, pres-

ure, anode and cathode flow rates, and power drawn from the
tack, and can be especially problematic if the system is to be
sed under a wide range of operating conditions. When such
roblems occur, the associated cell performs poorly (generates
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ow or fluctuating voltage and current) and begins to overheat.
perating under these conditions for too long will damage the
embrane. In addition, these situations can go unnoticed by

ontrol strategies that only monitor the overall stack voltage,
specially in high voltage stacks that incorporate many cells.

A number of techniques to improve cell/stack performance
ave been proposed and studied. For instance, for PEMFCs, Lee
t al. [2] showed the effectiveness of a thermal and water man-
gement technique to reduce cell-to-cell voltage variations in
stack. The technique requires excess fuel flow, over 1.3 times

he required fuel stoichiometry, to provide adequate flow to each
ell in the stack with the unused fuel being re-circulated back
o the inlet to keep the fuel utilization high. In a similar tech-
ique, called the anode water removal technique, Voss et al. [3],
ses an increased pressure drop across the cell and an increased
mount of re-circulated fuel. Some research is attempting to
emedy the water condensation problems by using higher tem-
erature components so that water condensation, and therefore
ater blockage in the cells, no longer occurs (Mallant [4]).
In spite of these various approaches to improving PEMFC

tack performance, engineers are forced to de-rate the maximum
ower output and efficiency due to the remaining uncertainty
aused by stack manufacturing tolerances as well as the ever-
resent random process of water condensation over the surface
f a cell. This occurs, for example, when the total flow (fuel
r air) is increased by an amount needed to force enough flow
o a flow-limited cell. Doing so, however, results in low fuel
fficiency since more excess fuel is emitted from the stack. It
s therefore apparent that the uncertainty in the amount of flow
o a single cell in a stack (due to both assembly tolerances and
he random processes within the stack) directly limits the per-
ormance of a stack. Therefore, it would be worth considering
ther methods that can be used after stack assembly (and even
uring operation) to correct for flow mal-distribution, whether
hey may be caused by the stack manufacturing process or from
ormal operating conditions.

An alternative approach to managing and ensuring adequate
uel flow to each cell in a PEMFC is under investigation at the
ational Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) supported by

he Advanced Research and Technology Development Program.
his approach is called the fuel cell energy management (FCEM)

echnique. The objective of the FCEM research is to increase fuel
ell performance by dynamically balancing the cell-to-cell flow
istribution in the stack thereby allowing the stack to be safely
nd reliably operated at as high a fuel utilization as possible.
owever, using conventional valves to perform flow distribu-

ion, while acceptable for experiments in the lab, can be very
xpensive if not entirely impractical in the commercial world.
nstead, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology
an provide micro-valves for dynamic, individual flow control
t a fraction of the cost of conventional technology, and the ben-
fits of this technique could apply to any fuel cell type, although
his work has been focused on PEMFCs which are more easily

nstrumented for study. Integration of micro-valves along the
nternal fuel feed manifold of the stack to control the fuel flow
o each cell is believed possible, but until such internal control
an be achieved, an external version of the FCEM concept has

r
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een investigated and the performance results, in comparison to
common manifold (CM) stack, are presented.

The focus of this paper is to experimentally demonstrate the
egative effect of cell-to-cell fuel mal-distribution, and the pos-
tive performance benefits that fuel-based FCEM offers over
onventional common manifold stacks. The paper begins by
resenting the experimental approach taken for this project. It
resents: (1) the methodology used in conducting common man-
fold stack experiments to provide a performance baseline with
he FCEM work as well as the results of these experiments; (2)
he methodology used in conducting fuel flow experiments to
how the effect of fuel flow mal-distribution on stack perfor-
ance along with the associated results; (3) the development of
micro-valve suitable for PEMFC environments; finally, (4)

n implementation of the FCEM technique developed using
he aforementioned micro-valves—the micro-valve flow con-
rol system (MVFCS). This is followed by a discussion of the
esults, a list of conclusions, and a mention of upcoming future
ork.

. Experimental approach and results

For this work, a PEM test facility suitable for performing
ndividual cell flow control studies with a four-cell stack was
onstructed. In the first study, a standard common manifold stack
as developed (which is representative of most fuel cell config-
rations under development today) to characterize the typical
erformance of a stack that has no on-line control system for
djusting individual cell flows. Then, a unique stack was built to
acilitate control of fuel, air and cooling water to each cell, using
pecially designed flow separator plates, along with the same
athode and anode plates and MEA’s as were used in the com-
on manifold stack. This unique stack design is herein referred

o as the isolated cell stack (ICS). Two unique fuel delivery
ystems were studied using the ICS. The first, called the mass
ow control system (MFCS), used four individual mass flow
ontrollers to control the fuel flow to each cell. With this sys-
em, the effects of cell-to-cell mal-distribution were evaluated.
he second system, called the micro-valve flow control system

MVFCS), used four micro-valves (developed at the University
f Pittsburgh) to manipulate the four individual fuel flows to the
CS. This second system was employed to evaluate FCEM tech-
iques, or more specifically, dynamic flow control techniques
hat could be used in internal micro-valve systems. Each of these
est systems is described in the following sub-sections.

.1. Common manifold stack experiments

For this part of the experimental analysis, a four-cell “com-
on manifold” PEMFC stack, in which all four cells received

uel from a common manifold (see Fig. 1) and hence, depended
n local flow resistance to determine the flow distribution,
as designed and assembled. Such a flow configuration is
epresentative of the “passive flow management” fuel cell
ystems currently in development and commercialization. This
uel cell system was tested on a laboratory test stand suitable for
ontrolling and testing the critical system parameters of pres-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of flow channels on anode plate.

F
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ig. 1. Conventional common manifold stack fuel configuration and photo.

ure, temperature, relative humidity, cooling, and fuel and air
ows.

A schematic of the flow plate design (which, except for the
epth of the flow channels, was the same for both the anode
nd the cathode) is shown in Fig. 2. Each cell’s active area
s 0.01336 m2 (11.51 cm × 11.62 cm). The anode and cathode
lates are made from synthetic graphite, each having 15 equally
paced serpentine flow channels 1.59 mm wide. The air flow
hannels on the cathode plates are 1.59 mm deep. The fuel flow
hannels and the water-cooling channels are 0.795 mm deep and
xist on opposite sides of the anode plates. The plate thickness
s approximately, 2.4 mm. The membrane electrode assem-
lies (MEAs) (with catalyst) have a membrane thickness of
.051 mm. The anode specifications are: ELAT/std/DS/Vulcan

C-72, 20% Pt, 0.4 mg per cm2/0.6–0.8 Nafion ionomer load-

ng; the specifications for the cathode are: ELAT/std/SS/Vulcan
C-72, 40% Pt, 0.4 mg per cm2/0.6–0.8 Nafion ionomer

oading. The four cells are bolted between two temperature-

ig. 3. Common manifold stack performance compared with MVFCS stack performance at a fuel flow rate of 2.8 SLPM—stack V–I curves and standard deviations
f the stack voltages.
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ig. 4. Common manifold stack performance compared with MVFCS stack per
f the stack voltages.

ontrolled, 2.86 cm thick, stainless steel end plates. Air and
uel flows to the stack are metered and controlled by mass flow
ontrollers, routed through temperature-controlled humidifier
essels that maintain the flows at a 100% relative humidity, and
hanneled via temperature controlled feed lines into the air and
uel inlets of the stack. Water cooling through the anode plates
s controlled by the speed of the water pump. Water cooling was
ncluded since the test plans involved running the stack up to the
ighest possible current density. A flow rate of approximately
.2 L min−1 was used to keep the cell temperatures from
arying too far from the nominal 80 ◦C.

A series of preliminary tests were run on this system to deter-
ine essential flow humidification parameters, resolve stack
eating/cooling issues, and fine-tune the instrumentation and
ontrol requirements. Stack performance was then characterized
t three different fuel flow rates—2.8, 3.2, and 3.6 SLPM of H2.
hree tests at each of these fuel flow rates were conducted. The

a
p
p
f

ig. 5. Common manifold stack performance compared with MVFCS stack performa
f the stack voltages.
nce at a fuel flow rate of 3.2 SLPM—stack V–I curves and standard deviations

tack voltage versus load (V–I) and the standard deviation of the
tack voltage versus load for the tests where the minimum and
he maximum fuel utilizations were observed are presented in
igs. 3–5, along with data from the later micro-valve flow con-

rol system tests—just for comparison purposes. To account for
R losses between cells, each stack voltage is determined by the
um of the four cell voltages. Fig. 3 shows the data from the tests
un with a total fuel flow rate of 2.8 SLPM. Fig. 4 shows the data
rom the 3.2 SLPM tests and Fig. 5 the 3.6 SLPM tests. Time
etween collected data points was 8 min. Based on the results of
arlier experiments, this amount of time was about double what
as needed for the stack to reach its new steady state after the

oad change. All standard deviation values were calculated while

t steady-state conditions over the 200 s time period immediately
rior to recording the stack voltage. Figs. 3–5 also include the
ercent fuel utilization values, on the secondary x-axis, for the
uel delivery rates used.

nce at a fuel flow rate of 3.6 SLPM—stack V–I curves and standard deviations
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Fig. 6. Diagram of the mass flow control fuel delivery system.

.2. Cell-to-cell flow control study

The FCEM technique was used to resolve the effects of cell-
o-cell flow mal-distribution problems. To study this, a new four-
ell stack (the ICS) was built using the same anode, cathode and
EA hardware as in the common manifold tests. This stack

ncorporates thick, steel separator plates between the four cells
llowing individual control of air, fuel, and water cooling flows
o each cell. In this FCEM configuration, all cell inlet flows can
e individually controlled from outside the stack. However, the
utlets from each cell empty into internal stack manifolds just as
n the common manifold stack configuration (this can be seen in
ig. 6). Since the focus of this study is on fuel flow control, only

he four inlet fuel flows were manipulated in the experiments,
hile the air and cooling water valves were simply left wide
pen.

.3. The fuel mass flow control system (MFCS) experiments

Unlike the common manifold stack setup, in the MFCS the
ydrogen fuel is split into four separate control streams before
he fuel is humidified. This needed to be done because mass
ow controllers cannot reliably measure humidified gas flows.
hus, the four hydrogen streams had to be separately humidified
efore their introduction into the fuel cell. This was accom-
lished through the use of four “mini-humidifier” vessels that
ere corporately heated to 74 ◦C in a common oil bath to pro-
ide the necessary 100% relative humidity to the fuel flows. See
ig. 6.

All test results presented in this paper used a total air flow rate
f 16 SLPM. Flow mal-distribution tests were performed on the
CS with a total fuel flow of 3.6 SLPM. These rates were cho-
en to keep the maximum current density below 875 mA cm−2

nd to provide adequate water management of the cathodes to
revent cathode flooding and membrane damage due to over-
eating. Tests were run under “balanced” flow conditions (0.9

LPM of hydrogen to each cell) and under “unbalanced” con-
itions (0.8 SLPM of hydrogen to one cell and 0.93 SLPM of
ydrogen to each of the other three cells-so that the total flow
hrough the stack remained constant at 3.6 SLPM of H2). The

r
t
n
m

ig. 7. MFCS-derived effects of fuel mal-distribution on stack voltage at 3.6
LPM fuel flow.

urpose of these tests was to quantify the degree to which the
–I performance of the stack is affected by a single cell operat-

ng at fuel flow rates lower than those in the rest of the stack. Just
s for the tests on the common manifold stack, time dependant
tatistical information on the stack voltage was calculated from
he data.

Fig. 7 summarizes the results of the fuel mal-distribution
ests conducted using the MFCS. Again, the standard deviation
f the stack voltage is also shown to indicate how rapidly the
tack voltage fluctuates at high fuel utilizations.

.4. Micro-valve development

Concurrent with the common manifold and MFCS work,
ETL began an effort with the University of Pittsburgh to
evelop a novel MEMS-based micro-valve for cell-to-cell flow
ontrol in a PEMFC. The requirements for the fuel cell micro-
alve include: (1) the ability to operate at less than 1psi in a
ydrogen environment; (2) the ability to operate at elevated
emperatures up to 120 ◦C without any thermal actuation; (3) a
mall enough size to eventually be integrated within anode plate
uel channels; (4) fail at the nominal flow rate of 0.9 SLPM,

ather than normally open or closed (to allow continued opera-
ion of the stack in spite of a micro-valve failure); (5) operate at
ominal cell voltages. As shown below, not all of these require-
ents are yet achievable, and further development is necessary.
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Fig. 9. Schematic showing critical dimensions of micro-valve and flow area
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modulate the flow by at least ±20%. The aggregate test results
for one of the five valves across all three test temperatures are
Fig. 8. Picture of assembled valve.

inally, simplicity, reliability, and robustness are other critical
haracteristics that will eventually need to be demonstrated.

The valve design is called the micro-piezoelectric orifice tap
r �PORT. A plate-like piezoelectric bender is used to actu-
te the valve by covering an orifice tap to varying degrees. The
wo-dimensional nature of the design evolved from an earlier

icro-valve design that proved difficult to realize (Vipperman
t al. [5]), and precludes the need for precise alignment of the
rifice outlet and the actuator. The only critical dimensions are
he nominal stand-off distance between the top of the actuator
nd the bottom of the orifice surface, which controls the unactu-
ted flow rate, and the orifice diameter. A unique characteristic
f this micro-valve is that the packaging is integrated into the
alve design, rather than creating a valve inside of a package,
hich in turn has to be repackaged. The design is so forgiving of

olerances, commercial computer numerically controlled (CNC)
achining could be used to create the integrated packaging. A

imilar approach could be taken when integrating these valves
nto the fuel cell plates.

Fig. 8 below shows a picture of an assembled micro-valve
rototype. The micro-valve consists of a 63 mm × 63 mm ×
5 mm machined polycarbonate block containing a lead zir-
onate titanate (PZT) bender actuator (PZT/aluminum/PZT
andwich). Although the prototype is large, most of the current
esign is packaging, and can be greatly decreased. Flow can
ove in either direction through the valve. The current design

as one inlet/outlet on the face that contains the orifice, and the
econd inlet/outlet leaving the edge of the other side of the valve
older. The desired axial flow characteristic can be achieved by
odifying the packaging.
From Fig. 8, some of the internal components can be

iewed through the body, including the O-ring seal and actuator
long with its O-ring support. In contrast to the rather larger
63 mm × 63 mm × 45 mm) packaging, the size of the active
ortion of the valve is quite small (30 mm × 30 mm × 1.0 mm),
s shown by the profile view in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 also shows the
ther critical dimensions of the micro-valve. ANSYS Multi-

hysics software was used during the development to optimize
he actuator parameters as well as to predict the flow perfor-

ance and critical geometries for the valve. Ultimately, each

s
t
a

white), orifice face (red), and actuator (gray) (color illustration with text). (For
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
o the web version of the article.)

alve was heuristically “tuned” by hand to provide the required
ominal flow rate. This procedure involved either adding mate-
ial to the actuator patch to close the gap between the actuator
nd face of the orifice or removing material from the orifice
ace to widen the same gap. This procedure enables the valves
o achieve the desired nominal flow rate. The cost for materials
or the active portion of each valve (which would be integrated
nto the cell) was approximately $10. Mass production would be
xpected to drop this cost. Rather than including polycarbonate
r other packaging in the fuel cell, the orifice and flow paths
size exaggerated in Fig. 9) would be machined directly into the
athode/anode substrate to mate with the active portion of the
alve mentioned above.

.4.1. Micro-valve testing
Two types of testing were conducted. The first was displace-

ent testing of the actuators with an MTI-2100 photonic probe
o ensure that they produced the predicted 20 �m of deflection
or a 10 V input. The second was flow testing. Thermal deflec-
ion testing of the actuators was performed in-situ by measuring
ny changes in flow rate versus changes in ambient temperature.

flow test loop was designed that consisted of an H2 supply,
umidifier, flow meter, two pressure gauges, and a hot water
ath to control the ambient temperature of the valve. Test results
ere obtained for three temperatures (30, 72, and 100 ◦C), three
ressure drops across the valve (3.4, 5.2, and 6.9 kPa), and 11
ifferent voltages between −10 and 10 V. Although the valve is
apable of completely clamping off the flow with higher voltages
nd smaller actuator/orifice spacing, the valves were designed to
hown in Fig. 10. From the small standard deviations indicated,
he temperature effects on the flow rate are minimal and thermal
ctuation is very minimal.
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chosen for a number of reasons. First, it is very simple, which
minimizes system cost and complexity. Second, it is not nec-
essary to actually measure the flow through the valve. Finally,
this technique might eventually be refined enough to allow the
ig. 10. Flow data for a representative valve versus applied control voltage to
ctuator over all three temperatures and pressure drops.

.4.2. Micro-valve flow test summary
Five valves have been constructed and tested. All five valves

ave been shown to meet the requirements for the application,
amely consistent operation between 30 and 100 ◦C, operation
n a hydrogen environment at 100% relative humidity, a nom-
nal flow of 0.90 SLPM with a controllable range of at least
.715–1.08 SLPM corresponding to a ±10 V input. Although
here was some variability between the flow characteristics of
he five valves, they each were found to operate consistently at
ach pressure drop.

.5. Micro-valve flow control system experiments

These micro-valves were used to implement a unique micro-
alve flow control system or MVFCS. In this system the total fuel
ow was again controlled by a single mass flow controller and
assed through the same temperature-controlled fuel humidi-
er as was used in the common manifold stack experiments.
rom the humidifier the flow was carried through heat-traced

ines to a heated external fuel manifold from which it split into
he four micro-valve controlled and heat-traced streams that
rovided fuel to the individual cells via connections on the sep-
rator plates. See Figs. 11 and 12. Again, the outlets from each
ell empty into internal stack manifolds just as in the common
anifold stack configuration (this can be seen in Fig. 12).
To demonstrate the potential benefits of the FCEM technique

or operating a fuel cell at the highest possible fuel utilizations,
roper installation of the micro-valves was critical. The torque
n each of the four housing bolts (that hold the two halves of
he valve body together) needed to be carefully adjusted to pro-
ide as balanced a flow split between the four cells as possible
ith the valves in their unactuated (nominal) state. This was
erformed by isolating each valve (one at a time) and adjusting

he screw torque to give the expected operating pressure drop
cross the unactuated valve at the desired nominal flow rate
f 0.9 SLPM. Adjustment success was verified by measuring
he maximum fuel utilization that could be achieved running
Fig. 11. Photo of the ICS/micro-valve fuel manifold system.

CEM experiment V–I curves without actuating the micro-
alves. Values from 92% to 94% fuel utilization were achieved.
t was assumed that any flow imbalance caused by the presence
f the micro-valves, given this degree of initial flow balance,
ould be easily overcome by the micro-valves in their operating
ode.
The control strategy employed was a very simple one: Open-

oop, flow-on-demand. That is, the micro-valve control voltage
as based on the cell voltage. If the cell voltage dropped then

he valve opened proportionately to allow more fuel flow to the
ell in an attempt to deal with the low voltage condition. The
alves were each set up to go totally open when the cell volt-
ge dropped to 0.25 V and to go as closed as possible when the
ell voltage was 1.0 V. Note that the micro-valves, even at “fully
losed” wouldn’t actually shut off the flow to a cell, they would
ust increase the flow resistance to that cell. This strategy was
Fig. 12. Diagram of the micro-valve fuel control system with ICS.
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Fig. 13. Cell voltage (V) and cell voltage standard deviation (S.D.) com

icro-valve to actually derive both its power and its control
ignal from the cell voltage—making embedded micro-valves
nside fuel cells much more feasible. Stack and individual cell
–I curves were collected using this configuration at the same

hree stack fuel flow rates that were used in the common manifold
tack tests—2.8, 3.2, and 3.6 SLPM of H2. The stack voltages
nd standard deviations of the stack voltages for these three cases
s well as the corresponding minimum and maximum fuel uti-
ization data of the common manifold stack tests were presented
arlier in Figs. 3–5. Note that on each of these three graphs,

00% fuel utilization (at the given fuel flow rate) occurs at the
ar right side of the graph, that is, the highest load value shown
n the x-axis is the value at which 100% fuel utilization would
heoretically occur.

s
p
fl
p

Fig. 14. Cell voltage (V) and cell voltage standard deviation (S.D.) comparis
on between common manifold stack and MVFCS stack at 2.8 SLPM.

. Discussion of experimental results

.1. Fuel mal-distribution results

The data shown in Fig. 7 demonstrates the degree to which
uel mal-distribution between cells can affect overall stack per-
ormance. In these tests the flow to a single cell was decreased
y 11% (from 0.9 to 0.8 SLPM). The maximum achievable load
urrent dropped from 114 to 102 A—a reduction of 10%. This
esult was consistent among each of the four cells and shows the

ignificant effect that fuel mal-distribution can have on stack
erformance. Thus, it is apparent that the need to keep fuel
ows balanced between the cells is critical to achieving the best
ossible stack fuel utilization.

on between common manifold stack and MVFCS stack at 3.2 SLPM.
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Fig. 15. Cell voltage (V) and cell voltage standard deviation (S.D.) com

.2. Comparison ofMVFCS and common manifold stack
esults

The data from the common manifold stack shown in Figs. 3–5
rovides performance results typical of PEMFCs. The standard
eviation of the stack voltage data indicates the extent to which

his voltage fluctuates as load increases, and these fluctuations,
t the individual cell level, are what the FCEM technique was
eveloped to minimize in order to extend the fuel cell’s perfor-
ance to higher fuel utilizations. Also, this data provides an

t
m
b
p

Fig. 16. Common manifold (CM) and MVFCS cell voltage fl
on between common manifold stack and MVFCS stack at 3.6 SLPM.

xample of how variable the fuel utilization of a common mani-
old stack can be. For instance, at a flow rate of 2.8 SLPM H2 the
ommon manifold stack’s fuel utilization varied between 90%
nd 100%. At 3.2 SLPM the utilization varied between 90% and
6%, and at 3.6 SLPM it varied between 85% and 93%. Based
n the fuel mal-distribution results reported above, it appears

hat a 10% fuel mal-distribution is not uncommon in a common

anifold stack. This data provides a base-line of comparison
etween common manifold stack performance and the FCEM
erformance achieved while using the MVFCS.

uctuation data vs. load at constant H2 flow = 2.8 SLPM.
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Fig. 17. Common manifold (CM) and MVFCS cell volt

Figs. 3–5 also show the maximum fuel utilization benefits that
he MVFCS was able to provide from a stack voltage perspective.
hat is, the MVFCS stack performance curves are shown in com-
arison with the minimum and maximum fuel utilization perfor-

ances of the common manifold stack at the three flow rates used

n this study. At a flow rate of 2.8 SLPM H2 the common mani-
old stack’s minimum observed fuel utilization occurred at some
oint between 90% and 93%. The MVFCS, on the other hand,

m
9

t

Fig. 18. Common manifold (CM) and MVFCS cell voltage fl
uctuation data vs. load at constant H2 flow = 3.2 SLPM.

roduced a fuel utilization of 96%. At 3.2 SLPM H2 the common
anifold stack’s minimum observed fuel utilization occurred

nce again between 90% and 93%. The MVFCS again produced
6% utilization. At 3.6 SLPM H2 the common manifold stack’s

inimum observed fuel utilization occurred between 86% and

1%, as compared to the MVFCS performance of 96%.
Another method of assessing the performance benefits of

he FCEM technique can be derived from the data shown in

uctuation data vs. load at constant H2 flow = 3.6 SLPM.
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igs. 13–15. In these figures individual cell voltage data from
oth the MVFCS tests and from the common manifold stack
ests, at the same operating conditions, are simultaneously dis-
layed. This data includes: (1) the cell voltages from all four cells
f the ICS, gathered while testing the MVFCS at each of the three
ested fuel flow rates; (2) the cell voltages for the common mani-
old tests that fell between the minimum and maximum observed
uel utilizations at each of the three tested fuel flow rates, and (3)
he standard deviations of all of the above-mentioned cell volt-
ges. A secondary x-axis (as was used in Figs. 3–5) provides a
cale showing the percent fuel utilizations for each of the load
urrents shown on the primary x-axis. Consider the common
anifold cell voltage standard deviation curves on each of these

raphs. As these data indicate, the amount of cell voltage fluc-
uation that occurs as the stack is pushed to its maximum load
apability begins to increase exponentially. From the gathered
ata, it can be noted that if a cell voltage standard deviation
xceeded 0.08 V, then that cell would “crash” in the sense that
ts voltage would eventually drop below 0.1 V, forcing an end
o the test in order to protect the cell’s integrity. The standard
eviation data versus load at each of the three constant fuel flow
ates is shown in Figs. 16–18. From these figures it is apparent
hat the dynamic balancing achieved using the MVFCS reduces
he cell voltage fluctuations at high fuel utilizations.

In all, the MVFCS consistently achieved 96% fuel utilization
t all of the tested fuel flow rates. Given the highly variable
ature of the common manifold stack performance, this is a
ignificant performance improvement. The usefulness of cell-to-
ell flow balancing to operate PEMFCs at the highest possible
uel utilization is apparent, and MEMS micro-valves can provide
he technological means to achieve this flow balancing.

. Conclusions
By comparing the performance of balanced fuel flow PEMFC
tacks to unbalanced, this work has demonstrated some of the
ossible benefits that can be obtained in PEMFCs by using cell-

[
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o-cell flow distribution control. The data have shown that a
ignificant drop in fuel flow to even a single cell will cause a
ignificant drop in the maximum load that the stack can sup-
ort. By providing individual cell flow control, (or ultimately
ndividual micro-channel, within the cell, flow control) cell per-
ormance can be optimized so that the additional flow required
or reliable stack operation can be reduced below typically-used
evels, thereby improving fuel efficiency. In addition, by using

icro-systems manufacturing techniques, the additional capital
ost for the micro-valves to perform the flow balancing could
e low; eventually, it may be possible to operate such micro-
alves directly off of the cell voltage, minimizing parasitic power
onsumption and peripheral hardware.

. Future Work

Ultimately, internal dynamic balancing of individual cell fuel
ows is desired to achieve reliable stack performance at high
uel utilization. Work is presently being performed to investigate
he development of higher temperature micro-valves that could
rovide this internal dynamic balancing for SOFCs.
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